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		  IDrive (Bare Metal Recovery)
		  
		  
		

	  
		Eliminate Ransomware, Data Loss and Downtime

		
			Onsite Bare-metal Disaster Recovery

				Windows computers and Servers
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            Starts at 8 TB (includes 8 TB cloud backup) 

         

		Contact Sales
		
		 Free Webinar
			
			Try 30 days for free
		  
	
			Request Demo
		  


	  

	

  
  
	
		
			For information on BMR device firmware version 8.0.0, click here 

		

	

  
  
    
        IDrive® BMR Pro: Best for on-site data backups -Madeline Clarke, December 6, 2023
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			  Onsite Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery (BCDR) with cloud replication

			  Perform image-based backup of your computers, local servers, and virtual machines to a local device equipped with bare metal restore functionality. IDrive BMR enables you to backup the entire data stored in the hard disk; including the operating system (OS), application configurations and network drives. Granular restore options allow you to choose to restore the entire system, individual folders/files, or spin up a virtual instance for business continuity in the event of data failure. IDrive BMR can even create and host network shares on your local IDrive BMR device.

			  With IDrive BMR you can replicate the data on your local device to your IDrive cloud account and manage them via browser-based access. Your local and cloud data is secured from unauthorized access with AES-256 CCM encryption!
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		  Secure your data from ransomware!

		  Get protection against ransomware that encrypts endpoint devices, blocks data access, and threatens to delete data permanently! IDrive BMR maintains snapshot backups and allows point-in-time version recovery to mitigate such takeovers and cyber attacks.
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		 Best defense against ransomware; powered with robust AMD/Intel hardware

		  Device Storage: 2 TB, 4 TB and 7.5 TB SATA SSD

		

		
	
	

	  

	  
		24/7 data protection with IDrive® BMR

		
		  
			Image backup

			Protect your Windows computers and server systems, and VMware machines.

		  
		  
			VMware backup

			Securely backup the virtual machines hosted on your VMware server (ESXi/vCenter) including their predefined configurations.

		  
		  
			Network shares

			Create and host NAS and iSCSI shares within your IDrive BMR storage and capture local snapshots.

		  
		  
			Faster backup with CBT†

			Changed Block Tracking driver enables detection of modified data for quick backup.

		  
		  
			Data deduplication#

			Maximize your storage efficiency up to 30% with data deduplication and compression.

		  
		  
			Data integrity verification

			Regular data integrity checks are performed for each volume to ensure backup reliability.

		  
		   
		  Device specification

		  Device includes enterprise-grade processor, RAM, and powerful hardware components.

		  
		  
		  IDrive® BMR partner management

		  Remotely manage backup and administrative functions on the IDrive BMR devices for your customers.

		  
		  
		  Enterprise file backup

		  Backup files from your PCs, Macs, Linux, and mobile devices to your cloud space.

		  
		

	  

	

  
  
	
	  Improved uptime with faster system image and granular recoveries

	  
		
		  
		  Multi-level restore

		  Restore individual files/folders and volumes or perform bare-metal restores of multiple computers simultaneously from the saved image files via a pre-configured boot media.

		
		
		  
		  WinRE-based recovery*

		  Conduct a bare metal recovery using the Windows Recovery Environment (WinRE) coming with dissimilar hardware support and tools to diagnose and repair OS boot issues.

		
		
		  
		  Point-in-time restore with data versioning

		  Using snapshots-based image files, recover data from an earlier point in time in the event of a data loss or breach.

		
		
		  
		  Instant KVM virtualization*

		  Combat system failures by virtualizing the backups on your local device and cloud account with built-in KVM hypervisor. Manage the cloud virtual instances from wherever you are.

		
		
		  
		  Disaster recovery

		  With the capability to simultaneously recover hundreds of devices and servers, IDrive BMR is an effective Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) solution for businesses of all sizes.

		
		
		  
		  Business compliance

		  Meet industry standards and comply with federal governing bodies such as SOC 2 Type 2, GDPR, PCI, HIPAA ,SOX ,GLBA and SEC/FINRA.

		

	  

	

  
  
	
	  Disaster recovery with cloud storage and access 

	  
		
		  Cloud manage

		  Remotely manage your local IDrive BMR device from any external network via the cloud.

		
		
		  Cloud virtualization via the web

		  Create and access cloud virtual instances associated with your devices from anywhere via the web console.

		
		
		  Cloud replication

		  Replicate the backups stored on your IDrive BMR device to your IDrive cloud account to create a secondary repository.

		
		
		  Cloud seeding

		  Transfer terabytes of data to the cloud via physical shipment of external storage devices.

		
	  

	

  
  
	
	  
		
		  Manage backup from anywhere

		

		
		  	
				
			  Easy setup

			  Configure your computers for backup by installing the backup agent; directly connect to your VMware servers and add VMs for backup!

			
			
	
				
			  Centralized web console

			  Manage backups, configure settings, monitor activities and statistics, and access your virtual instances — all from a web-based console.

			
			
	
				
			  Configure settings

			  Propagate settings directly to your IDrive BMR devices via the web-based device interface, without accessing the machines.

			
			


		  
		

	  

	

  
  
  
	
	  
	  
           Hyper-V 

        

        
          IDrive® BMR Hyper-V Backup

          IDrive® BMR provides you with secure bare-metal backup of not only VMs running on the Hyper-V machine, but also the entire Hyper-V server. The BMR backup agent can be used to backup the entire Hyper-V server to the BMR device and restore the backup completely.

        

		

	

  
  
  
	
	  Get started with IDrive® BMR disaster recovery solution

	  
		
		  
		  Sign up and get the device

		  Sign up and get the IDrive® BMR device shipped to your address.

		  Contact Sales
		
		
		
		  
		  Install and configure

		  Download the agent and run it on the system you want to backup.

		  Download Agent
		
		
		  
		  Centralized web console

		  Access IDrive® BMR device to manage backups, review statistics, etc.

		
		
        
           Startup guide

          Backup instructions

          Restore instructions

           System requirements

        

         
		 
          Datasheet
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      IDrive® BMR vs. Datto

      IDrive BMR provides higher performance and a host of benefits to address all your backup requirements.

      
        
          	Why IDrive® BMR is better?
	IDrive® BMR
	Datto


        

        
          
            	
                    Better performance†

                  	
                    
                    30% faster incremental backup and cloud replication

                  	– 
	
                    Hardware specification

                  	
                    
                    Custom-built, best-in-class solution with enterprise-grade processor and server-grade hardware configuration

                  	
                    
                    Pre-defined hardware models with limited hardware and processor options

                  
	
                    Backup configuration

                  	
                    
                    Automatically discovers the computer via the backup agent and applies global backup settings

                  	
                    
                    Every computer has to be manually paired to the server and the backup configurations need to be set up individually

                  
	
                    Backup unlimited computers

                  	
                    
                    No licensing per computer

                  	
                    
                    License-based plans allow you to backup only limited computers

                  
	
                    Backup unlimited ESXi hosts / vCenter servers

                  	
                    
                    No licensing per virtual machine

                  	
                    
                    License-based plans allow you to backup only limited VMs; each VM added for backup from VMware server is charged

                  
	
                    Deduplication#

                  	
                    
                    Up to 30% higher storage efficiency with block-level deduplication

                  	
                    
                    Does not use deduplication for storage

                  
	
                    VMware backup

                  	
                    
                    Intuitive flow for agentless backup and configuration of ESXi and vCenter VMs. Supports easy backup configuration of multiple VMs and VMware servers

                  	
                    
                    VMware backup configuration is a time-consuming process that requires the manual addition of every single VM and setting up the backup

                  
	
                    Virtualization platform

                  	
                    
                    Upload OS recovery ISO, which can be used to boot up the VM and fix boot issues

                  	
                    
                    Doesn't support upload of recovery ISO to resolve VM boot issues

                  
	
                    WinRE recovery

                  	
                    
                    Perform WinRE restore with a variety of tools, which are reliable and faster than Linux-based restore

                  	
                    
                    You can only perform Linux-based ISO restore

                  
	
                    Free cloud storage

                  	
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    Free cloud storage space matching the device size; for instance, for a 8 TB plan, you get 8 TB of cloud space

                  	
                    
                    Cloud storage starts at $150/TB/month

                  
	
                    Cost-effective

                  	
                    
                    
                    
                    
                    Best in terms of hardware specification, cloud storage, and unlimited licenses

                  	
                    
                    Costs higher for limited licenses, storage, and hardware

                  


          

        

      

    

  
  
  
  
  
    
      
        
          IDrive Private Cloud Support

          
            
            
              Contact 

              Provide your information and our sales executive will contact you shortly.

              
                

                
                  Select your purpose:

                  	
                      
                      Individual/Business
                      

                    
	
                      
                      MSP/Reseller - Appliance (Hardware+Software)
                       

                    


                

                Enter your Email Address

                 

                
                  
                    Full Name
                    
                    Name can contain A-Z, a-z, - and blank space

                  

                  
                    Email Address
                    
                    Enter your email address

                  

                

                
                  
                    Contact Phone Number
                    
                    Enter a valid phone number

                  

                  
                    Company
                    
                    

                  

                

                
				
                  
                    Estimated storage (TB)
                    
                       2 TB
 2 TB - 4 TB
 4 TB - 6 TB
 6 TB - 8 TB
 8 TB - 10 TB
10 TB +


                    

                    

                  

				  
                    Number of computers to backup
                    
                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    Description of the queries/comments
                    
                    

                  

                

                
                  
                    

                     

                

                
                  
                    
                   [image: Report to Tech support]Contact Sales
                    
                  

				  Available only in the USA, UK, and Canada.

                

                

              

            

          

          

        

        
      

    

    

  
  
   
	
		
			
				Here's what the experts say:

				
					
						  

						"We manage dental offices in San Diego and rely on the IDrive BMR to backup and protect my clients from ransomware. I have had to rely on their virtualization and recovery several times over the last three years have been successful every time. One client was attacked by ransomware and we were able to recover all data from the backup, while running on the virtual machine.

We have used other BMR solutions and find the IDrive BMR the most reliable and cost effective solution on the market."

Marshal Smith, President, Dental Technology Inc. 

					

					
					    

					  "I have installed four units in the last two months and we are very happy with the product."
					  Gery Abay, The Abay Group LLC 

					

					
					    

					  "The IDrive BMR service has been outstanding. The prices are hard to beat, the appliances have been very reliable & easy to setup, and the IDrive customer support has been top-notch & rarely needed. I highly recommend the service to anyone in the market for a Bare Metal Recovery disaster solution."
Terry A. Laurent, techprollc.com

					

				

			

		

	
	

	
          * This feature is available with IDrive BMR version 7.0.0 and above.

            † 30% faster incremental backup and cloud replication were observed based on internal testing in comparison to our competitors.

			# Deduplication feature is applicable only for accounts created on or after 08/08/2022.
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    System requirements

  
  
    Operating systems supported by backup agent version 5.0.1 and higher

    Windows Vista (x86) ,Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows 11, Windows Server 2008 (x86), Windows Server 2008R2, Windows Server 2011 SBS, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2019, Windows Server 2022
 

  Operating systems supported by backup agent version 5 and higher

    Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows 11, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2019, Windows Server 2022
 

 Operating systems supported by backup agent version 4 and older

    Windows Vista (with all windows updates installed), Windows Server 2008 (with all windows updates installed), Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows 7, Windows 8, Small Business Server 2011

    File system

    IDrive® BMR supports backup from only NTFS formatted volumes

    Disk partition style

    MBR, GPT

    Note:
      	Backup and restore of dynamic (simple, mirrored, spanned, striped), logical, and Microsoft storage space (Raid-5 with resiliency type-parity) is supported for 8.4.0 and above. However, bare-metal recovery of dynamic OS disk with GPT partition is not supported.

(In case you have upgraded to version 8.4.0 or above, make sure to install the latest backup agent that supports the latest backup features and perform at least one image backup. If you attempt restoring exclusively from older versions where the OS disk is dynamic, you may have OS boot issues. Similarly, use the updated WinRE Recovery Media Builder to create and upload a new WinRE recovery media to the BMR device.).
	The CBT feature (via backup agent version 4 and older) is not supported for certain older operating systems such as Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, and the 32-bit version of both Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008R2.



    

  









 








   *
    Webinar

  
  
    
      Tips to profit from IDrive BMR Partner Program

      Day: Bi-weekly on Thursdays

        Time: 11:00 am PST

        Duration: 1 hour

        Presenter: Carlos Gonzan

      Key talking points:

      	Suggestions on how to promote our product to your customers
	Slide show/IDrive BMR demo to help familiarize partners with our offering
	Question and answer session


    

    Register Now

    Once registered, you will receive an email confirming your registration with the information required to join the webinar.

  
















   *
    Download Agent

  
  
    This application has been upgraded with new software, and is compatible with IDrive® BMR version 7.0.0 and above.

    

    
      Click here to download the agent for IDrive® BMR version 6.0.0 and below.

    
  









 



  

  
  
    
      
        
          

          
            	
                
                  
                    IDrive® BMR

                    Protect your business critical data

                  

                

              
	
                
                  
                    Virtualization

                    Resume business instantly with KVM virtualization

                  

                

              
	
                
                  
                    Cloud Manage

                    Manage the BMR devices from anywhere

                  

                

              
	
                
                  
                    Cloud Replication

                    Transfer local backups to IDrive

                  

                

              
	
                
                  
                    Centralized Web Console

                    Monitor backup status and activities remotely

                  

                

              
	
                
                  
                    Restore

                    Restore your entire computer including OS

                  

                

              
	
                
                  
                    IDrive BMR Express

                    Transfer bulk data from your IDrive BMR device

                  

                

              


          

        

      

    

  







 
 
 
 





 
 

 



